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Actual:Actual:Actual:Actual:        2.52.52.52.5    

Previous: 1.1 (revised up from 0.8) 

Consensus: 0.5 

Berenberg: 0.5 

 
A big jump in factory orders A big jump in factory orders A big jump in factory orders A big jump in factory orders at the start of Q4 defied gloomy business confidence data at that stage, but may 
help explain why forward-looking indicators like the Ifo business confidence index have improved since. The 
business situation on the ground may simply have been better than the uncertainty reflected in sentiment indica-
tors showed. Factory orders increased by 2.5% mom in October, following an uprevised 1.1% mom increase in 
September. The new data confirms that despite the economic rough patch, orders rose modestly in Q3 (+0.2% 
qoq) and are set to rise in Q4 as well. October orders were 1.7% higher than the Q3 average. 
 
The rise in orders was driven by a sharp rebound in domestic ordersThe rise in orders was driven by a sharp rebound in domestic ordersThe rise in orders was driven by a sharp rebound in domestic ordersThe rise in orders was driven by a sharp rebound in domestic orders (+5.3% mom), as well as big increases in 
intermediate goods (+2.5% mom) and capital goods orders (+3.0%mom) in October. Consumer goods orders edged 
down by 0.1% mom. The 8.2% mom jump in orders for cars and car parts points to some influence from temporary 
factory closures or volatile bulk orders. This effect is likely to be reversed in the coming months, meaning the big 
October increase may overstate the underlying strength. But the increase in domestic orders is more than wel-
come news after the uncertainty caused by Russia’s aggression against Eastern Ukraine had cut domestic orders 
by 2.0% in Q3. The fragile cease-fire agreed in September calmed the situation somewhat and may have triggered 
a rebound in confidence. October domestic orders were a whopping 3.1% higher than the Q3 average, pointing to 
a sizeable rebound potential in Q4. Foreign orders rose, too, by 0.6% mom from an already elevated level. Euro-
zone orders were up modestly by 0.3% mom, but flat on the quarter, while non Eurozone orders rose by 0.8% 
mom. But then exports were never the problem in Germany’s latest economic rough patch. 
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% change% change% change% change    OCTOCTOCTOCT    SEPSEPSEPSEP    AUGAUGAUGAUG    JULJULJULJUL    JUNJUNJUNJUN    MAYMAYMAYMAY    

mom, sa 2.5 1.1 -4.2 4.8 -2.4 -1.2 

yoy, wda 2.4 -0.7 0.7 5.9 -1.9 7.7 

 
Source: Destatis 
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